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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the following code for the classes MyException and Test:
What is the result?
A. AB
B. A
C. A compile time error occurs at line n1
D. EitherAorB
E. B
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.
Authorization is the process of verifying a user's credentials.
Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is
needed". If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the statement
correct.
A. Authentication
B. No change is needed
C. Federation
D. Ticketing
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option A
E. Option E
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which transceiver/cable type combination is the most cost effective solution to connect a Cisco
Nexus 5548UP switch
to a Nexus 2232PP fabric extender within the same rack?
A. active Twinax cable
B. SFP-10GR with OM4 fiber cable
C. passive Twinax cable
D. Cisco FET-10G with OM3 cable
E. SFP-10GR with OM3 fiber cable
Answer: C
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